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Abstract
Children that have problems in developing socialization before his teens can become socially isolated,
leading to low self-esteem and social alienation, and possibly snowballing into more serious psychological
problems further into adulthood. In this document we present a proposal and implementation for a Serious
Game, LINA, that uses Contact Theory to help pre-adolescent children improving the relations with their
peers. In LINA, the players, children from 10 to 12 years old, will try to find out what happened to a
missing colleague - Lina - and her story through the discovery of augmented reality clues and overcoming
challenges cooperatively. This document specifies the game concept, methodology and implementation
of a digital prototype for demonstration. Also evaluates said prototype regarding its usability, enjoyment
and interest for the players. Conducted evaluation determined that the players find the gameplay and
story fun and are keen on playing more of the game. Future work involves revising this first prototype
with the feedback from the evaluation session, coming up with new challenges and exploring technical
limitations of Augmented Reality in the game context.
Keywords: Augmented Reality; Contact Theory; Serious Game; User-Centered Design.
1.1. Problem

1. Introduction

Socialization is a key process in the psychological
development of a child. As the child gradually becomes a teen, his/her social cognition mastery
starts to expand and his/her awareness towards
the social environment around him/her increases
steadily. Enthusiast, cooperative and responsive
children are usually seen as the more popular in
his group of people, and children lacking social interactions, or that feel vulnerable by their psychosocial development and isolate themselves, more
often will be deemed less popular and this can
generate anxiety and will diminish their self-esteem
[14] [5] creating a snowball into social alienation.
So, a child/pre-adolescent that has isolated himself, either by unconscious self-imposition or due
to reasons external to him, has diminished social
capabilities and lacks will-power and/or opportunities to engage in social activities with others.
How can we help improve pre-adolescents’
abilities to establish successful relations with
their peers? To address this issue we explore the
use of a Serious Game, but given the complexity
of the problem, both in terms of development and
evaluation, we will start with a first step in this direction by focusing on how to create such game.
How can we make such Serious Game fun, enjoyable, and easy to use for children?

“Man is by nature a social animal; an
individual who is unsocial naturally and
not accidentally is either beneath our notice or more than human. Society is
something that precedes the individual.
Anyone who either cannot lead the common life or is so self-sufficient as not to
need to, and therefore does not partake
of society, is either a beast or a god.”
- Aristotle.

Nowadays, contact between individuals is increasingly made through digital means: Instant
messengers, Voice-over-IP and video calls. Technology allows us to be closer to people, even when
they are across the globe. People that do not know
each other are brought closer and form social relationships thanks to that same technology. And
one particular situation is the approximation of individuals through video games. For example, studies have shown that cooperative video games can
bring families closer [15] and improve the social
and affective aspects of hospitalized children by
having interactions through a video game context
with other children in the same condition [7].
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that should be of equal status prior to entering the situation, but research has shown that
equal status within is enough and even more
important than outside status.

1.2. Approach

We present a proposal and implementation for a
serious game, LINA, with a very strong social component that aims to help children improve relations
with their peers. In LINA, the players, children
from 10 to 12 years old, will try to find out what
happened to a missing colleague - Lina - and her
story through the discovery of clues and surpassing challenges.
There are three concept pillars used in the concept described above: Contact Theory, Augmented
Reality and User-Centered Design. Contact Theory tries to end negative conceptions about intergroup peers. We will be applying Contact Theory when trying to get the children to cooperate
to achieve a common goal: finding out what happened to Lina. To do so, they will need to complete
challenges as a group, by socializing with each
other, thereby trying to improve their relationships,
and hopefully creating new ones.
Augmented Reality is not a new technology employed in the videogame industry. Recently, it
has found enormous popularity with the worldwidephenomenon that was Pokémon Go. Tateno et al.
have inclusively written about the hypothesis that
the videogame could help children and teens with
severe social withdrawal, although studies were
not made to support the claim.[13]
As this project will be targeting pre-adolescent
children, special care must be considered when
designing the concept prototype, as one of our objectives is trying to create a game that children
won’t find difficult to use. A clean, unambiguous
interface with established conventions (like using
well-know metaphors for buttons) and restricted
freedom makes the users’ choice-making clearer
and streamlined. However, such concept is bound
to iterative revisions to improve the users’ interaction.

2. Common goals. To reduce prejudice, active inter-group contact must share a common
goal. By having the same objectives, the team
constituents work effectively, harder and unitedly, as the different groups rely on each other,
to accomplish it.
3. Inter-group cooperation. To work in unity towards the common goal, logically, there must
not be group competition. Cooperation should
be independently emphasized to each subject,
as the feeling of competition undermines the
effort made by the rest of the team.
4. Support of authorities, law or custom. With
a climate of support surrounding the contact’s
environment, inter-group contact is more readily accepted and has more positive results.
Field research in the military, business and religious institutions has emphasized the importance in support by the authority, as it is that
authority that establishes the norms of acceptance.
2.2. Augmented Reality

A variation of Virtual Reality, but different enough
to warrant a distinction, the term “Augmented Reality” has been around since the early 1990s. While
the former focuses on creating a separate environment from the user point-of-view, isolating him from
his “real” environment, either through visual output, sounds, smells, or even tact, the last tries to
enhance the current environment where the user
is present, usually capturing it with a camera and
overlaying it with information (e.g. text, images) but
nevertheless still allowing the user to access the
original information captured by his bio-sensors,
i.e., eyes, ears, hence “augmenting” his senses.
[12]
Azuma describes Augmented Reality as systems that: [3]

2. Background
2.1. Contact Theory

Before Allport hypothesized the “Intergroup Contact Hypothesis” in 1954, it was believed that intergroup contact would inevitably lead to conflict,
result from nineteenth century Social Darwinism,
• Combine real and virtual;
where most groups felt superior to others, naturally
• Are interactive in real time;
leading to hostility. However, no studies were conducted at that time and therefore no empirical evi• Are registered in three dimensions;
dence was found to support the claim. [10]
Augmented Reality has since gained popularAllport, in The Nature of Prejudice (1954), after
extensive study, would lately adapt these four con- ity in the game community with the release of
ditions into four “positive factors” that need to be PokémonGO. In their work Das et al. hypothesize
that Augmented Reality could have a social impact
present to reduce prejudice:
that is not normally associated but is inherent to
1. Equal status between groups. This equal the genre. Das et al. state that ”in comparison
status that Allport states refers within the sit- to traditional video games, ARGs may be inheruation, not coming into. Some writers defend ently more social. Players are required to interact
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with the surroundings and often encounter friends
and fellow players. For example, Pokémon GO and
other ARGs have many features that promote social interaction between players. (...) Players on
the same team are encouraged to work together
to strengthen their Pokémon and gain or maintain
control of PokéGyms. The team feature further increases the social component of Pokémon GO because players must work with teammates in order
to advance. ” [6] This is an important foundation
because it comes close to what we want to do with
LINA, not exactly with the gym or Pokémon mechanic, but more on the part of using Augmented
Figure 1: The markers that are to be recognized and overlayed
Reality to socialize and advance on the game.
through Augmented Reality.
2.3. User-Centered Design

User-Centered Design, is a broad term to describe
design processes in which the users affect the development decisions. There are several ways the
users can be involved: from requirements gathering and usability testing, to being made partners to designers through the design process.[2]
The term was coined by Donald Norman in his
research laboratory in the University of California
San Diego, but the concept was formed in his book
The Psychology Of Everyday Things (1988), where
he states four rules for a design to be user-driven:

3. Make things visible: bridge the gulfs of Execution and Evaluation. The user should be able
to figure out the use of an object by seeing
the right buttons or devices for executing an
operation. Trying to keep the menus as simple
as possible while giving the options necessary,
and only those, is a correct implementation of
this principle.
3. Solution

”Lina, your colleague and friend, did not appear today in class and your teacher knows that she will
not come to school anymore, but does not know
why. Although she sees your messages, does not
answer them, she just sends an enigmatic image
that appears to be on your desk. What could that
mean?”
With the first paragraph as premise, LINA is
a mobile Augmented Reality videogame inserted
in the D.O.T. - Die Offene Tür project [1], aiming
towards ”improving social connectedness through
digital experiences”. LINA aims to create an immersive experience, where the players take on the
role of students in a class and engage with each
other, guided by the game. This allows the players
to socially connect themselves free of prejudice,
acting as a field-levelling tool by providing them
with an isolated fictional environment and by portraying (and socializing as those) fictional characters. Having begun focusing on the COPMI - Children of Parents with Mental Illness - the game has
now broaden its target group to all children in the
middle school ages (10-12 year olds) as they can
also benefit from the fictional space that the game
creates, as prejudice is not exclusive to children
with special needs.

• Make it easy to determine what actions are
possible at any moment.
• Make things visible, including the conceptual
model of the system, alternative actions, and
the results of actions.
• Make it easy to evaluate the current state of
the system.
• Follow natural mappings between intentions
and the required actions; between actions and
the resulting effect; and between the information that is visible and the interpretation of the
system state.
But for Norman just saying a design should be
intuitive is not enough, so he states how important
it is to consider some additional design principles
to facilitate the designer and the user:
1. Simplify the structure of tasks. Make sure not
to overload the users’ short- and long-term
memories. On average the user is able to remember five things at a time. For example,
making a long sequence of menus would be
counter-productive for a given task.

3.1. Concept

The basic concept of LINA is the search for a clue
through the use of overlayed augmented reality
over a marker. When scanning an image [Fig. 1]
with the device’s camera, an overlayed clue (usu-

2. Make sure the task in consistent and provide
mental aids for easy retrieval of information
from long-term memory. Make sure the user
has control over the task.
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ally an object that the player can interact with) is
revealed, usually describing an important event involving Lina, followed with instructions to search for
another image.
After the player completing 1 or 2 ”stages”, they
must find another player - or group of players,
henceforth designated as element - and solve a
challenge presented to them. These challenges
could be answering questions about the parts of
story that only the other player knows about (which
forces them into socializing when sharing their
parts of the story), or having both elements perform a task together, for example simultaneously
scanning a set of markers. This way the game creates an interesting way of socializing while at the
same time exploring a narrative that relates to social isolation. This gives us the four “positive factors” mentioned in Contact Theory:

Then it was considered to split the class in
smaller groups of students, with each group playing LINA separately instead of being a single class,
but that would defeat the purpose of pairing the
children with someone that they get along with,
plus it doesn’t address the issue with the previous
strategy.
Then it was concluded that instead of trying to
make the number of stages according to the number of players, it should be the opposite: establish
a fixed number of stages and split the class accordingly into groups of a pre-established size. For
example, if a certain challenge needs elements of
4 or 5 persons then in a class of 9 it would split
into [4,5], in a class of 18: [4,4,5,5], in a class
of 23: [4,5,5,5,4]. Then at the end of the challenge the next elements are reshuffled (or perhaps
the system could know which colleagues the player
hasn’t been paired with - needs further discussion)
However it is necessary to first know how many
stages LINA has before starting to split the class
into groups, and then make the challenges flexible
to accommodate groups of N or N+1.

• Equal status between groups - All children will
have the same importance in the game, all
have important information that need to be
shared among the others so that they can all
advance in the narrative;

3.2. Structure, Challenges & Story

Presently, it has been discussed splitting LINA in
sessions (or ”episodes”): 5-10 minutes of recap in
the beginning; 30-35 minutes of gameplay, where
the children play some stages, initially by themselves, later in groups; and 10-15 minutes of discussion afterwards.
A stage is the basic gameplay unit, similar to a
level. There are 5 core stage archetypes in LINA:

• Common goals - The shared goal is to overcome challenges and finish the game and find
what happened to Lina.
• Inter-group cooperation - Only by sharing the
information, or completing challenges together
can they advance in the narrative, so there
must be cooperation among themselves.

1. A roleplay-style stage, where the players are
instructed to say something, or act in a certain
way;

• Support of authorities, law or custom - The
teacher, being the authority figure in the classroom, has given the explicit approval and is
even directly involved in the game.

2. A narrative-related stage, where the player
only needs to pay attention to the narration or
to the text presented to him in his screen;

These “stages” are not the same for all players:
different players would get different stages so that
they would get different pieces of the puzzle.
As the complexity of the game increases due
to the elements scaling, multiple approaches have
been discussed regarding the game’s structure.
Originally, each student started on his own and
slowly paired up with his colleagues until the whole
group searched for the final clue as one, like a perfect binary tree, with each node being an element:
a leaf node representing a student, a non-leaf node
representing a pairing and the root node the whole
class. This structure would only work if the number of students in the class was a power of two, or
else a student would have to either play alone while
others were already paired, or skip stages to pair
with a larger group, which would be unbalanced.
Plus, the number of stages could be inappropriate
to accommodate the number of students in class.

3. A simple find-the-marker stage where the
player is tasked to find a marker, then has to
interact with an object and finally gets a piece
of information that either develops Lina’s character or his character.
4. A find-the-marker stage that differs from the
previous archetype when the information or
objects gathered in this stage is going to be
useful in a cooperation stage later on.
5. And a cooperation stage where the players
need to work together to complete a challenge. This relates with Contact Theory, where
each player has the same importance in working towards the common goal.
So far there are 7 different stages in the game:
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• Stage 1 - Registration and Initial Briefing:

• Stage 5 - The Broken Screen/The Broken
Screen - Lina’s PoV :

An example of the first archetype, in this stage
the students and the teacher engage in a roleplaying scene where the teacher is making
the presence list, with each student answering his/her (character’s) name, and by failing
to call Lina the class gets intrigued with her
absence, moving on to the next stage.

Like Stage 4, The Broken Screen and The
Broken Screen - Lina’s PoV are two missions
played in parallel by different players, that differ from the previous ones as they are setting
up the cooperation stage that follows, falling
under the 4th archetype.
In The Broken Screen the player finds a
folder containing a letter from the teacher,
Mr.Gordon, to the headmaster explaining how
he found Lina and Ashley standing next to
a broken computer. Lina first says that she
and Ashley were the culprits but later she confesses to Mr.Gordon to have done it by herself.

• Stage 2 - Lina’s Message:
An example of the 2nd archetype, in this scene
the player’s character wonders how strange it
is that Lina did not show up for class. He thinks
to himself whether he should text Lina. After
texting Lina asking what happened to her, she
only answers back with a mysterious image.
”What does that mean?” the player’s character
wonders. This prompts the player to search
for this picture and thus setting up the premise
for the first mission. As each player is going
to search for a different image, the received
image is going to be different for each player,
making the number of different markers varying with the number of students in class.

In The Broken Screen - Lina’s PoV the other
player finds a note inside a backpack that reveals that Lina did not break the screen but it
was in fact two older kids that bullied her into
confessing the misdeed, and that Lina will correct things up, but did not say how.
• Stage 6 - Cooperative Question:
When scanning the marker, the player finds an
instruction telling to wait for the other player.
When both players are at the marker they
are asked to answer a question about the
other player’s part of The Broken Screen story,
which prompts the players into sharing their
parts so they can answer the questions. When
they correctly answer the question they unlock
an instruction to find the next marker. This
stage is an example of the 5th archetype.

• Stage 3 - Tutorial:
Tutorial is an example of the 3rd archetype,
the first mission and entry point for the player
into the proper game. After receiving the mysterious image from Lina’s message, the player
needs to find what it means. The markers will
be placed directly on the player’s desk, just to
introduce them to the core mechanics of the
game, like scanning and tapping the marker.

• Stage 7 - Lina’s Diary and Puzzle - Archetypes
4 and 5:

• Stage 4 - The Party and The Note/The Picture
On The Wall:

After unlocking the next marker in the challenge the players must find as a pair. When
scanning the marker each player gets a different half of a page of Lina’s diary. They are
taken to a screen with four different images.
The images are the same for both players, but
their order differs. They are then instructed to
tap on the images by the order they see on the
other player’s device. When they do so correctly both parts of the page unite to become a
single page. One of the players is then asked
to read Lina’s diary to the other. This stage is a
combination of archetypes 4 and 5 since there
is a marker to be found but also a challenge
after finding the marker, but does not make
sense splitting into two different stages.

This stage is another example of the 3rd
archetype. In The Party and The Note the
player finds a crumpled-up paper that unravels a note that reveals that Lina didn’t want to
go to a colleague’s birthday party.
While one player is playing The Party and The
Note, another player is playing The Picture On
The Wall. In it he finds, upon scanning the
marker, that art is Lina’s best subject and that,
when asked to draw someone that inspires
her, she the drew the back of a hoodie.
The Picture On The Wall was an idea from the
original proof-of-concept where the students
would have several drawings shown on a wall
in real life, with a marker replacing Lina’s drawing, prompting the students to scan the marker
to see it the drawing, and make it as seamless
as possible.

It is necessary to reiterate that this project is
still more than a proof-of-concept and that multiple
approaches on how the game would be deployed
have been considered, so the structure is subject
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usually follows the hand-script text on a notebookstyle background, but not always: an example is
the SMSApp with its own style imitating a messaging application.
3.3.2

Aesthetics

In LINA there is a conscious effort to pass an immersive and atmospheric, almost cinematographic,
feeling when playing the game. For that we made
a number of decisions regarding the aesthetics:
Exploration Mode includes an atmospheric background music that accompanies the search for the
markers, and sound effects when necessary. Also
in ”Exploration Mode”, several post-processing filters like Grayscale, Sepia and Gaussian Blur were
tested with the purpose of knowing the techniFigure 2: These screenshots were taken from the second digi- cal boundaries and what were the different cinematographic feelings conveyed. In particular, the
tal prototype: a) Exploration Mode; b) View Mode.
Grayscale filter has been decided to be used in
missions that are ”flashbacks”, being a typical vito eventual changes. The first episode is an intro- sual effect used in media for that purpose; and
duction, the next three the story development and the mixture of a blurred background and the sharp
the last episode concluding the story with the dis- overlayed item provided a good effect aesthetically.
covery that Lina has been acting strange due to her
We also strive for realism with the markers and
parents being affected with a mental illness.
augmented reality clues, by trying to use realistic
models. Pairing with the concept that art is Lina’s
3.3. User Experience Design
best subject, the scribbled markers can become
3.3.1 Usability
part of story, as if they were made by her, adding
another layer of depth to the game. The design
In terms of usability, the game can be also divided
of the markers was changed in the middle of the
in game modes: Exploration Mode, View Mode,
development to fit the more realistic style [Fig.1].
and Interface Mode. The player in each stage plays
There is also a recurring art theme in the game:
through one or more of these modes.
the hand-script on a notebook-style paper, as if the
Exploration Mode is the main scene in LINA, it
whole game was handwritten by Lina herself. This
is where the core mechanic of searching the world
is further reinforced with an effort to have all interthrough imaging recovered live from the rear camface images and buttons being drawings.
era occurs. This was also the scene prone to
We also relied in established metaphors when
more changes during the development. The recurdesigning the interface, not wanting it to be conring mechanic in a archetype 4 stage is: when the
fusing and creating an obstacle that prevented the
player scans a marker an augmented object applayers from enjoying the experience: the ”dented
pears, which the player needs to interact by tapwheel” means settings, an arrow pointing right
ping. Tapping that object usually unveils the real
means ”continue” and circular arrows mean ”reclue, and tapping on the clue usually triggers a narplay” (restarts the narration).
ration and sends the player into View Mode.
View Mode is a screen where the players are 3.4. Implementation
shown an object relevant to the player. This was The game was subject to several revision iteraborn out of the necessity of having a separate tions, being developed first a low-fidelity prototype
screen where the player could read an image con- [Fig. 3] from a supplied proof-of-concept docutaining text without having to keep the device scan- ment, then it was shown to experts and the playning the marker. This screen also proves useful wright responsible for the narrative, iterated again,
in presenting new objects that did not necessarily shown to the experts, and then developed a first
come from scanning a marker, for example, after version of the digital prototype, and then shown to
the question challenge, when the new marker and the experts once more.
instruction is unlocked.
When designing the second prototype a deInterface Mode is any other scene where the sign team was assembled, involving a playwright[4]
player interacts with an interface, like when listen- (tasked with designing the narrative) and a chiling to its character narration or a in challenge. This dren psychologist, having weekly meetings regard6

2D or 3D “markers” to be recognized and overlays an image or object in a position relative to the
marker. The game uses a client-server approach
to handle communication between the devices, as
there must be a server app running as a game controller. This server also handles the synchronized
communication used in the introduction, for example, where a dialogue scene must be coordinated
between the teacher and his students. Contrary to
the client apps, the server will be run in a computer.
3.4.3

A second, and current, digital prototype [Fig.2] was
developed with the goal of presenting a minimal
viable product for user testing. With this iteration
we could experiment with the User Interface to see
what would convey the feeling of the experience
better - as it is supposed to have a realistic feeling,
although a bit cartoon-ish, due to Lina’s drawings.
Plus, some story was added and the cooperation
parts were refined.
For this prototype there was no need for a running server (as it was focused on the gameplay
and the atmospheric feeling that was trying to be
passed) so it was decided to make this version a
local client where the user could choose between
two ”mock-up” players - Simon and Max - avoiding
unnecessary complexity and the faults and could
be derived from there. As the second prototype
doesn’t have a server and was just for showcasing
purposes, the initial dialogue is skipped. Instead,
there is an introduction video describing the initial
exposition by the teacher.

Figure 3: Low-Fidelity Prototype of the teacher’s and children’s
screen, respectively.

ing LINA and its design decisions. Due to time constraints it was not possible to have children testing
the several prototype iterations, only the last one.
3.4.1

Paper prototype

An initial low-fidelity paper prototype [Figs.3]was
developed to conceptualize the interface and give
some rough guidelines to fulfill the given script. A
revision was made after presenting it to specialists
where some suggestions regarding the presentation of some information texts and buttons.
The interface was chosen to be a simple area
of text with some buttons on the bottom of the
“screen” (usually “Back” and “Next”), as to keep it
simple, so that small children will not be distracted
so easily, and to be intuitive, without ambiguities
nor entropy. Blue and yellow colors seemed a very
pleasant, non-intrusive and neutral background for
the players and teacher, respectively.
3.4.2

Second digital prototype

3.4.4

Changes Made for the Evaluation Workshop

Some changes had to be made to the prototype
for it to be properly played in the evaluation workshop. For instance, all text was translated to German. The note images that were written in English
were left untouched, as was the audio narration, as
there was not enough time to replace them for German translated ones and to be ready in time for the
workshop.

First digital prototype

The first digital prototype was made in the Unity3D
Engine for its multi-platform support, and the Augmented Reality plug-ins that could be used to implement the scanning part. Initially, we thought that
the markers could be QR codes to be scanned,
however we decided to go directly for printed pictures instead, as the cost for implementation would
be the same and there wasn’t an advantage in
starting with QR codes and changing to printed images later on.
For the Augmented Reality part we used Vuforia Augmented Reality SDK, a plug-in that allows

4. Evaluation
4.1. Goals & Workshop

The purpose of the evaluation is to assess two
things: how the children like the prototype in terms
of enjoyment and satisfaction, i.e., whether they
like the concept, have fun playing and want to play
more; And the usability, whether the virtual and
”real life” components of the game - interface and
challenges - are adequate, and work well with each
other, and individually.
To evaluate this, a workshop was conducted with
7

children from a middle school in Austria. It consisted in two classes of children aged 10-12 years
old, each class split in groups of 8 children. This
was not always possible, so if needed one of us
would fill in the role of the missing player. Each
group had a session where they played as 4 different pairs - 4 play as Simon and the other 4 play
Max - as if they were part of 4 different classes.
To decide who played as Simon and who played
as Max, the children were seated in two rows of
four: those in front would play as Max and those in
the back play as Simon. The markers were spread
around the room before the workshop. Each session for a group took about 30 minutes, 5 for an
introduction, 15 for the actual gameplay, and the
remaining 10 to fill a quantitative questionnaire and
have a little group discussion with some qualitative
questions.
As the workshop was evaluating 4 pairs of players playing at the same time, new markers had to
be created to accomodate that all those players.
As Vuforia uses a grayscale image to recognize
the pattern, new markers were devised with the
same sketch but a different color, and a letter in
the corner with the pair that belonged to (pair L,I,N,
or A). However, Vuforia didn’t properly distinguish
the markers with the letters, so they become more
indicative for the players than functional, as they
could still scan a marker that ”belonged” to another
pair.

4.3. Results

These results were obtained from a population of
31 subjects - 13 males and 18 females, 9 being ten
year-olds, 21 eleven year-olds and 1 thirteen year
old - split in two classes: class 1A with 22 subjects
- 10 males and 12 females - and class 1C with 9
subjects - 3 males and 6 females.
4.3.1

Quantitative Results

These quantitative results come from the questionnaires answered after the play session. Cronbach’s Alpha tests were conducted for each subscale to see if we could find a correlation between
the questions that derived from the same subscale:
the first six questions (derived from GSUS) and the
other three (derived from IMI Interest/Enjoyment
subscale and GUESS Enjoyment subscale). For
this the results of questions 2 and 6 had to be inverted to the scale being inverted, i.e., lower score
is better, while in the other questions, higher score
is better. The results were 0.308 for the first six
questions and 0.935 for the last three, which meant
that questions 7-9 are directly correlated and could
be treated as one, while 1-6 are independent. This
could be due to the GSUS-based questions assessing several aspects of Usability, from playing
difficulty to wanting to play more, which are not
directly related. Henceforth questions 7-9 were
grouped under the label ”IMI Enjoyment”.
First, from analyzing the given answers for each
question [Fig.4] the results are positive for both usability and interest/enjoyment, averaging the value
of 4 out of 5 (also considering the inverted questions), which means that the inquired subjects
agree with the following:

4.2. Quantitative and Qualitative Instruments

To evaluate the enjoyment/satisfaction and usability a quantitative questionnaire was constructed
based on three scales: GSUS, an adapted version
of SUS - System Usability Scale for game context
[9], the Enjoyment subscale of GUESS - Game
User Experience Satisfaction Scale [11] and the
Interest/Enjoyment subscale of IMI - Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [16]. This questionnaire grouped
some questions that were transversal to all three,
and omitted others because it would take to long for
the children to answer all the questions, plus some
would not be suited for the children to answer, like
the Usefulness subscale of IMI and GUESS.
The answers were provided in a 5-point Likert
scale with ”thumbs up and down” images: ”thumbs
up” if they agreed with the statement, ”thumbs
down” if they disagreed. Also collected was their
age, gender and class.
The focus interview followed a guide (based on
the one from M Steiner et al. 2015)[8] with qualitative questions, also regarding enjoyment and usability, about their impression of the game and what
they did and did not like in general, and two specific game components: the gameplay and the interface.

• They would like to play the game frequently;
• The game is not unnecessarily complex;
• The game was easy to play;
• The game does not have a steep learning
curve;
• The players feel confident while playing the
game;
• They did not need a lot of help to play the
game;
• The game is fun;
• The game is interesting;
• They enjoyed playing the game;
A Chi-Square Test (all questions had pvalue<0.05) refuted the hypothesis that the answers were the result of children randomly answering the questions. Then further checking
8

the answers by splitting the population by gender and class [Fig.5] revealed a notable gap in
the mean values for some questions between the
classes. This prompted conducting Mann-Whitney
U Tests (p-value<0.05) to see if there was any
relation between the answers and either gender
and/or class. While its results showed no statistically significant difference regarding gender, the
same cannot be said regarding class, for questions
1 (p=0.001), 5(p=0.014), 7(p=0.004), 8(p=0.004)
and 9(p=0.004). This meant that class 1A, in comparison with 1C, enjoyed the game more and felt
more confident while playing it, and subsequently
would like more to play again in a frequently manner (although class 1C only has 9 subjects versus
the 22 in 1A). This was first noticed during the feedback discussion at the workshop, and the collected
data seems to confirm that perception. The second class was made up by ”gifted” children, and it
is curious to wonder why they enjoyed the game
less or why they felt less confident while playing it.
The psychologist hypothesized that, as overachievers, the children in that class were not comfortable
with not understanding parts of the game and reacted more adversely than class 1A. Nevertheless,
the overall usability and interest/enjoyment results
were positive.
4.3.2

Figure 4: The mean results of the questionnaire, with a 95%
Confidence Interval. For questions 2 and 6, lower is better.

Figure 5: The mean results of the questionnaire per class, with
a 95% Confidence Interval. For questions 2 and 6, lower is
better.

were confusing because they did not know if they
were waiting for a real person or not and got inpatient waiting. Those that did wait criticized the waiting period, saying it took to long for the other player
to get there. Nonetheless, they praised the cooperation with their colleagues, specially with having
to pair with a random person and not only with their
best friend.
Regarding the interface they thought it was quite
clear, but some were confused and did not know
what they were supposed to do in Exploration
Mode and instead of scanning the markers, started
scanning the whole room to see if something happened. Some, when scanned their first marker, did
not understand that were supposed to tap on the
augmented object.

Qualitative Results and Discussion

This feedback results from the qualitative focus interview made after the children answered the questionnaire. Overall, the children liked the gameplay
and the story. They wanted to play longer, and
liked the challenges presented to them, but some
did not work out as expected. Also, the interface
worked well but there was some confusion regarding the narration, with the audio being in English
and subtitles in German, that the players thought it
was confusing.
They found the premise entertaining and fun;
they also liked the question challenge, saying that
this forced them to discuss the story. The image
puzzle was not so well received by the class 1C,
as they grew frustrated for not being able to finish the puzzle by themselves and had to effectively
wait for the other player.
They did like the fact they are playing as fictional characters, but preferred having the option
to choose their character’s name, either from a list
or submitting their own.
When asked to wait for the other player most
would not do so and would just try every answer
until he got the right one. This is a byproduct of
this demo version as there isn’t a server to check
whether the player is really present or not. Afterwards the children explained that the instructions

5. Conclusions

An initial prototype for a cooperative Augmented
Reality mobile game was presented, with the goal
of improving relations between classmates, based
on Contact Theory. This game consists in having a sort of interactive theater play, directed by
the game, to find what happened to a colleague
of theirs through the search of Augmented Reality clues and challenges to be completed through
teamwork. Three iterations were made: a paper
prototype, a basic technical proof-of-concept involving a server, and a second prototype, more focused on the User Interaction and the challenges
proposed to the players.
A workshop was conducted to evaluate the Usability and Enjoyment of the prototype through a
quantitative questionnaire based on the System
9

Usability Scale, Intrinsic Motivation Inventory, and
Game User Experience Satisfaction Scale questionnaires, plus an interview for qualitative feedback. This workshop had some interesting findings
and, as it was the first time the game was played
by the actual target group, was extremely useful
for observing their natural reaction to the whole
premise, interface, and challenges proposed. It
was successful in two ways: first, it showed that
the children are interested and would enjoy playing
LINA, and second, it showed that not only is the
prototype almost totally usable, but also pointed
out what aspects to improve for that end.
With the feedback from the session, future work
will consist in improving some aspects of this prototype, while also looking at new challenges and
exploring further the technological limits of Augmented Reality in the context of this game.
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